Summer Term
2022

Year 3 Learning Journey
Science:

French:

During the summer term, we will be

PE:

This term we will start by learning

looking at forces and magnets, as well as

During the summer term, we will look at the

days of the week and continuing

the human body and healthy eating. We

fundamentals of Athletics including a variety of

numbers to 31. This will lead into

will investigate the push and pull forces

track and field events. We will learn to run for speed

learning about months of the year

and look at properties of magnets and

and distance as well as working in teams in running

and being able to say when our

magnetic materials.

challenges. We will also learn to throw and jump for

birthdays are. Lastly, we will learn

Later on, we will discuss the elements of

distance, trying to beat our personal bests.

about items in the classroom and in

a healthy meal and how the human body

your pencil case.

is structured.

As well as Athletics, we will look at games areas
Cricket, Rounders and Tennis. The aims include to
develop hand-eye co-ordination, to work both as an
individual and in a team. We will develop bowling,

Music:
This term, the children will be continuing to develop
their woodwind skills through the ocarina, in preparation

batting, throwing and catching techniques and
gradually introduce games.

for learning the recorder next year. They are also
Computing:

beginning to look at formal written music alongside the

During the summer term, Year 3 pupils will

informal method they have been using throughout Year

learn how information in a database is

3 so far, as well as focusing on note length and tone.

PSHE:

organised and interrogated. Following a theme

We will be learning about how we have

of an imaginary travel website. They use a

changed since we were born. We will

prepared database to find information about
holidays and add records using information
found online.

discuss things we can do now that we

RE:
In RE we will continue to develop our
understanding of Christianity. We will
look

at

moral

dilemmas

and

how

Christian’s solve them. We will continue
to learn more about who Jesus was and
what he said, taking into account other
points of view as well as including our own
opinions.

couldn’t when we were smaller and
learning that not all families are the
same but all families give
us support in different ways.

